INTRODUCTION

As survey researchers, as well as reviewers, readers, and end users of the survey research literature, we are all too often disheartened by the poor quality of survey research reports published in the peer-reviewed literature. For the most part, poor quality can be attributed to 2 primary problems: (1) ineffective reporting of sufficiently rigorous survey research, or (2) poorly designed and/or executed survey research, regardless of the reporting quality. The standards for rigor in the design, conduct, and reporting of survey research in pharmacy should be no lower than the standards for the creation and dissemination of scientific evidence in any other discipline. This article provides a checklist and recommendations for authors and reviewers to use when submitting or evaluating manuscripts reporting survey research that used a questionnaire as the primary data collection tool.

To place elements of the checklist in context, a systematic review of the Journal was conducted for 2005 (volume 69) and 2006 (volume 70) to identify articles that reported the results of survey research. In 2005, volume 69, 10/39 (26%) and 2006, volume 70, 10/29 (35%) of the total research articles published (not including personal or telephone interviews) used survey research methods. As stated by Kerlinger and Lee, “Survey research studies large and small populations (or universes) by selecting and studying samples chosen from the population to discover the relative incidence, distribution, and interrelations of sociological and psychological variables.”1 Easier said than done; that is, if done in a methodologically sound way. Although survey research projects may use personal interviews, panels, or telephones to collect data, this paper will only consider mail, e-mail, and Internet-based data collection approaches. For clarity, the term survey should be reserved to describe the research method whereas a questionnaire or survey instrument is the data collection tool. In other words, the terms survey and questionnaire should not be used interchangeably. As well, data collection instruments are used in many research designs such as pretest/posttest and experimental designs, and use of the term survey is inappropriate to describe the instrument or the methodology in these cases. In 2005-2006 Journal volumes 69 and 70, 11/68 research articles (16%) used inappropriate terminology. Survey research can be very powerful and may well be the only way to conduct a particular inquiry or ongoing body of research.

There is no shortage of text and reference books, to name but a few of our favorites, Dillman’s Mail and Internet Surveys: The Tailored Design Method,2 Fowler’s Survey Research Methods,3 Salant and Dillman’s How to Conduct Your Own Survey,4 and Aday and Cornelius’s Designing and Conducting Health Surveys – A Comprehensive Guide.5 As well, numerous guidelines, position statements, and best practices are available from a wide variety of associations in the professional literature and via the Internet. We will cite a number of these throughout this paper. Unfortunately, it is apparent from both the published literature and the many requests to contribute data to survey research projects that these materials are not always consulted and applied. In fact, it seems quite evident that there is a false impression that conducting survey research is relatively easy. As an aside to his determination of the effectiveness of follow-up techniques in mail surveys, Stratton found, “the number of articles that fell short of a scholarly level of execution and reporting was surprising.”6 In addition, Desselle more recently observed that, “Surveys are perhaps the most used, and sometimes misused, methodological tools among academic researchers.”7

We will structure this paper based on a modified version of the 10 guiding questions established in the Best Practices for Survey and Public Opinion Research by the
American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR). The 10 guiding questions are: (1) was there a clearly defined research question? (2) did the authors select samples that well represent the population to be studied? (3) did the authors use designs that balance costs with errors? (4) did the authors describe the research instrument? (5) was the instrument pretested? (6) were quality control measures described? (7) was the response rate sufficient to enable generalizing the results to the target population? (8) were the statistical, analytic, and reporting techniques appropriate to the data collected? (9) was evidence of ethical treatment of human subjects provided? and (10) were the authors transparent to ensure evaluation and replication? These questions can serve as a guide for reviewers and researchers alike for identifying features of quality survey research. A grid addressing the 10 questions and subcategories is provided in Appendix 1 for use in preparing and reviewing submissions to the Journal.

Clearly Defined Research Question

Formulating the research questions and study objectives depends on prior work and knowing what is already available either in archived literature, American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) institutional research databases, or from various professional organizations and associations. The article should clearly state why the research is necessary, placing it in context, and drawing upon previous work via a literature review. This is especially pertinent to the measurement of psychological constructs, such as satisfaction (eg, satisfaction with pharmacy services). Too many researchers just put items down on a page that they think measure the construct (and an answer the research question); however, they may miss the mark because they have not approached the research question and, subsequently, item selection or development from the perspective of a theoretical framework or existing model that informs the measurement of satisfaction. Another important consideration is whether alternatives to using survey research methods have been considered, in essence asking the question of whether the information could better be obtained using a different methodology.

Sampling Considerations

For a number of reasons (eg, time, cost), data are rarely obtained from every member of a population. A census, while appropriate in certain specific cases where responses from an entire population are needed to adequately answer the research question, is not generally required in order to obtain the desired data. In the majority of situations, sampling from the population under study will both answer the research question and save both time and money. Survey research routinely involves gathering data from a subset or sample of individuals intended to represent the population being studied. Therefore, since researchers are relying on data from samples to reflect the characteristics and attributes of interest in the target population, the samples must be properly selected. To enable the proper selection of a sample, the target population has to be clearly identified. The sample frame should closely approximate the full target population; any significant departure from that should be justified. Once the sample frame has been identified, the sample selection process needs to be delineated including the sampling method (eg, probability sampling techniques such as simple random or stratified). Although nonprobability sample selection approaches (eg, convenience, quota, or snowball sampling) are used in certain circumstances, probability sampling is preferred if the survey results are to be credibly generalized to the target population.

The required sample size depends on a variety of factors, including whether the purpose of the survey is to simply describe population characteristics or to test for differences in certain attributes of interest by subgroups within the population. Authors of survey research reports should describe the process they used to estimate the necessary sample size including the impact of potential nonresponse. An in-depth discussion of sample size determination is beyond the scope of this paper; readers are encouraged to refer to the excellent existing literature on this topic.

Balance Between Costs and Errors

Balance between costs and errors deals with a realistic appraisal of resources needed to carry out the study. This appraisal includes both monetary and human resource aspects. Tradeoffs are necessary but involve more than just numbers of subjects. For example, attempting to get large sample sizes but with insufficient follow-up versus a smaller more targeted representative sample with multiple follow-ups. Seemingly large sample sizes do not necessarily represent a probability sample. When conducting survey research, if follow-ups are not planned and budgeted for, the study should not be initiated. The effectiveness of incentives and approaches to follow-up are discussed in detail elsewhere, but the importance of well-planned follow-up procedures cannot be overstated. In volumes 69 and 70 of the Journal, 11/20 (55%) survey research papers reported the use of at least 1 follow-up to the initial invitation to participate.

Description of the Survey Instrument

The survey instrument or questionnaire used in the research should be described fully. If an existing
questionnaire was used, evidence of psychometric properties such as reliability and validity should be provided from the relevant literature. Evidence of reliability indicates that the questionnaire is measuring the variable or variables in a reproducible manner. Evidence supporting a questionnaire’s validity indicates that it is measuring what is intended to be measured.15 In addition, the questionnaire’s measurement model (ie, scale structure and scoring system) should be described in sufficient detail to enable the reader to understand the meaning and interpretation of the resulting scores. When open-ended, or qualitative, questions are included in the questionnaire, a clear description must be provided as to how the resulting text data will be summarized and coded, analyzed, and reported.

If a new questionnaire was created, a full description of its development and testing should be provided. This should include discussion of the item generation and selection process, choice of response options/scales, construction of multi-item scales (if included), and initial testing of the questionnaire’s psychometric properties.15 As with an existing questionnaire, evidence supporting the validity and reliability of the new questionnaire should be clearly provided by authors. If researchers are using only selected items from scales in an existing questionnaire, justification for doing so should be provided and their measurement properties in their new context should be properly tested prior to use. In addition, proper attribution of the source of scale items should be provided in the study report. In volumes 69 and 70 in the Journal, 10/20 (50%) survey research papers provided no or insufficient information concerning the reliability and/or validity of the survey instrument used in the study.

Commonly measured phenomena in survey research include frequency, quantity, feelings, evaluations, satisfaction, and agreement.16 Authors should provide sufficient detail for reviewers to be able to discern that the items and response options are congruent and appropriate for the variables being measured. For instance, a reviewer would question an item asking about the frequency of a symptom with the response options ranging from “excellent” to “poor.” In an extensive review article, Desselle provides an overview of the construction, implementation, and analysis of summed rating attitude scales.7

Pretesting

Pretesting is often conducted with a focus group to identify ambiguous questions or wording, unclear instructions, or other problems with the instrument prior to widespread dissemination. Pretesting is critical because it provides valuable information about issues related to reliability and validity through identification of potential problems prior to data collection. In volumes 69 and 70 in the Journal, only 8/20 survey research papers (40%) reported that pretesting of the survey instrument was conducted. Authors should clearly describe how a survey instrument was pretested. While pretesting is often conducted with a focus group of peers or others similar to subjects, cognitive interviewing is becoming increasingly important in the development and testing of questionnaires to explore the way in which members of the target population understand, mentally process, and respond to the items on a questionnaire.17,18 Cognitive testing, for example, consists of the use of both verbal probing by the interviewer (eg, “What does the response ‘some of the time’ mean to you?”) and think aloud, in which the interviewer asks the respondent to verbalize whatever comes to mind as he or she answers the question.16 This technique helps determine whether respondents are interpreting the questions and the response sets as intended by the questionnaire developers. If done with a sufficient number of subjects, the cognitive interviewing process also provides the opportunity to fulfill some of the roles of a pilot test in which length, flow, ease of administration, ease of response, and acceptability to respondents can be assessed.19

Quality Control Measures

The article should describe in the methods section whether procedures such as omit or skip patterns (procedures that direct respondents to answer only those items relevant to them) were used on the survey instrument. The article should also describe whether a code book was used for data entry and organization and what data verification procedures were used, for example spot checking a random 10% of data entries back to the original survey instruments. Outliers should be verified and the procedure for handling missing data should be explained.

Response Rates

In general, response rate can be defined as the number of respondents divided by the number of eligible subjects in the sample. A review of survey response rates reported in the professional literature found that over a quarter of the articles audited failed to define response rate.20 As stated by Johnson and Owens, “when a ‘response rate’ is given with no definition, it can mean anything, particularly in the absence of any additional information regarding sample disposition.”20 Hence, of equal importance to the response rate itself is transparency in its reporting. As with the CONSORT guidelines for randomized controlled trials, the flow of study subjects from initial sample selection and contact through study
completion and analysis should be provided. Drop-out or exclusion for any reason should be documented and every individual in the study sample should be accounted for clearly. In addition, there may be a need to distinguish between the overall response rate and item-level response rates. Very low response rates for individual items on a questionnaire can be problematic, particularly if they represent important study variables.

Fowler states that there is no agreed-upon standard for acceptable response rates; however, he indicates that some federal funding agencies ask that survey procedures be used that are likely to result in a response rate of over 75%. Bailey also asserted that the minimal acceptable response rate was 75%. Schutt indicated that below 60% was unacceptable, but Babbie stated that a 50% response rate was adequate. As noted in the Canadian Medical Association journal’s editorial policy, “Except for in unusual circumstances, surveys are not considered for publication in CMAJ if the response rate is less than 60% of eligible participants.” Fowler states that, “...one occasionally will see reports of mail surveys in which 5% to 20% of the selected sample responded. In such instances, the final sample has little relationship to the original sampling process; those responding are essentially self-selected. It is very unlikely that such procedures will provide any credible statistics about the characteristics of the population as a whole.” Although the literature does not reflect agreement on a minimum acceptable response rate, there is general consensus that at least half of the sample should have completed the survey instrument.

In volumes 69 and 70 in the Journal, 7/20 survey research papers (35%) had response rates less than 30%, 6/20 (30%) had response rates between 31%-60%, and 7/20 (35%) had response rates of 61% or greater. In volumes 69 and 70 in the Journal, in the 13 survey research articles that had less than a 60% response rate, 8/13 (61.5%) mentioned the possibility of response bias.

The lower the response rate, the higher the likelihood of response bias or nonresponse error. "Nonresponse error occurs when a significant number of subjects in the sample do not respond to the survey and when they differ from respondents in a way that influences, or could influence, the results." Response bias stems from the survey respondents being somehow different from the nonrespondents and, therefore, not representative of the target population. The article should address both follow-up procedures (timing, method, and quantity) and response rate. While large sample sizes are often deemed desirable, they must be tempered by the consideration that low response rates are more damaging to the credibility of results than a small sample. Most of the time, response bias is very hard to rule out due to lack of sufficient information regarding the nonrespondents. Therefore, it is imperative that researchers design their survey method to optimize response rates. To be credible, published survey research must meet acceptable levels of scientific rigor, particularly in regard to response rate transparency and the representativeness or generalizability of the study’s results.

Statistical, Analytic, and Reporting Techniques

As noted in the Journal’s Instructions to Reviewers, there should be a determination of whether the appropriate statistical techniques were used. The article should indicate what statistical package was used and what statistical technique was applied to what variables. Decisions must be made as to how data will be presented, for example, using a pie chart to provide simple summaries of data but not to present linear or relational data. The authors should provide sufficient detail to allow reviewers to match up hypothesis testing and relevant statistical analyses. In addition, if the questionnaire included qualitative components (eg, open-ended questions), a thorough description should be provided as to how and by whom the textual responses were coded for analysis.

Human Subjects Considerations

Even though most journals now require authors to indicate Institutional Review Board (IRB) compliance, there are still many examples of requests to participate, particularly in web-based or e-mail data collection modes, that have obviously not been subjected to IRB scrutiny. Examples of the evidence that this is the case include insufficient verbiage (eg, estimates of time to complete, perceived risks and benefits) in the invitation to participate, “mandatory” items (thereby violating subject’s right to refuse to answer any or all items), and use of listservs for “quick and dirty” data gathering when the ultimate intent is to disseminate the findings. The authors should explicitly list which IRB they received approval from, the IRB designation received (eg, exempt, expedited), and how consent was obtained.

Transparency

The authors should fully specify their methods and report in sufficient detail such that another researcher could replicate the study. This consideration permeates the previous 9 sections. For example, an offer to provide the instrument upon request does not substitute for the provision of reliability and validity evidence in the article itself. Another example related to transparency of methods would be the description of the mode of administration. In volume 69 of the Journal, 3/10 (30%) survey research articles used mixed survey methods (both Internet
and first-class mail) but did not provide sufficient detail as to what was collected by each respective method. Also, in volume 69 of the Journal, 1 survey research article simply used the word “sent” without providing any information as to how the instrument was delivered.

Additional Considerations Regarding Internet or Web-based Surveys

The use of Internet or e-mail based surveys (also referred to as “email surveys”) has grown in popularity as a proposed less expensive and more efficient method of conducting survey research.2,29-32 The supposed ease in data collection can give the impression that survey research is easily conducted; however, the good principles for traditional mail surveys still apply. Authors and reviewers must be aware that the mode of administration is irrelevant to all that must be done prior to that. Some potential problems associated with the use of web-based surveys are their ability to be forwarded to inappropriate or unintended subjects.31 Web-based surveys also suffer from potential problems with undeliverable e-mails due to outdated listservs or incorrect e-mail addresses, thus affecting the calculation of the response rate and determination of the most appropriate denominator.2,30-31 The authors should describe specifically how the survey instrument was disseminated (eg, e-mail with a link to the survey) and what web-based survey tool was used.

SUMMARY

We have provided 10 guiding questions and recommendations regarding what we consider to be best practices for survey research reports. Although our recommendations are not minimal standards for manuscripts submitted to the Journal, we hope that they provide guidance that will result in an enhancement of the quality of published reports of questionnaire-based survey research. It is important for both researchers/authors and reviewers to seriously consider the rigor that needs to be applied in the design, conduct, and reporting of survey research so that the reported findings credibly reflect the target population and are a true contribution to the scientific literature.
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Appendix 1. Criteria for Survey Research Reports

1. Was there a clearly defined research question?
   a. Are the study objectives clearly identified?
   b. Did the authors consider alternatives to using a survey technique to collect information? (ie, did they justify using survey research methods?)
      — AAAP databases
      — Readily available literature
      — Other professional organizations

2. Did the authors select samples that well represent the population to be studied?
   a. What sampling approaches were used?
   b. Did the authors provide a description of how coverage and sampling error were minimized?
   c. Did the authors describe the process to estimate the necessary sample size?

3. Did the authors use designs that balance costs with errors? (eg, strive for a census with inadequate follow-up versus smaller sample but aggressive follow-up)

4. Did the authors describe the research instrument?
   a. Was evidence provided regarding the reliability and validity of an existing instrument?
   b. How was a new instrument developed and assessed for reliability and validity?
   c. Was the scoring scheme for the instrument sufficiently described?

5. Was the instrument pretested?
   a. Was the procedure used to pretest the instrument described?

6. Were quality control measures described?
   a. Was a code book used?
   b. Did the authors discuss what techniques were used for verifying data entry?

7. Was the response rate sufficient to enable generalizing the results to the target population?
   a. What was the response rate?
   b. How was response rate calculated?
   c. Were follow-ups planned for and used?
   d. Do authors address potential nonresponse bias?

8. Were the statistical, analytic, and reporting techniques appropriate to the data collected?

9. Was evidence of ethical treatment of human subjects provided?
   a. Did the authors list which IRB they received approval from?
   b. Did the authors explain how consent was obtained?

10. Were the authors transparent to ensure evaluation and replication?
    a. Was evidence for validity provided?
    b. Was evidence of reliability provided?
    c. Were results generalizable?
    d. Is replication possible given information provided?